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ABSTRACT: The field of water ethics focuses on the judgments affecting water use and decision making, as well as 
their normative justification. These justifications can take many forms. Consequently, water ethics grapple with 
philosophical considerations, law, custom, religion, and the practical options available for accessing or distributing 
water in different contexts. Increasingly, the field also includes active academic support for communities seeking 
water justice. This review examines these dynamics in three steps. The first section provides a brief history of water 
ethics as a distinct field of inquiry. It highlights how philosophical approaches to water ethics have been in tension 
with the use of water ethics to support integrated water resources management. The second section reviews 
scholarship from multiple disciplines that overlap in their concern regarding ethical relations to water and different 
ways social norms are justified. This scholarship has pushed the field of water ethics to reflect more critically on 
what constitutes justification given the diversity and plurality of water norms. The third section examines how the 
obligations entailed by water ethics are acted upon by scholarly and community initiatives seeking water justice. 
Here, the article focuses on how the recognition of multiple vectors of inequality has led to a shift towards 
intersectional ethics. A short conclusion offers no prescriptions but rather encouragement for continued 
appreciation of how this subfield helps reframe and address urgent water concerns. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Water’s necessity for life is often emphasized. Despite the value placed on it, however, global 
assessments consistently remark on the inequalities in access to safe, reliable water. The 2019 World 
Water Development Report identified how multiple forms of inequality intersect with each other across 
race, ethnicity, gender, class, and colonialism, and highlighted how these inequalities are intensified by 
climate change impacts on water security and vulnerability (UN Water, 2019). The 2020 World Water 
Development Report made similarly unambiguous links: "Poverty, discrimination and vulnerability are 
closely related and typically intersect" (UN Water, 2020: 6). In the 2021 report, these inequalities were 
connected explicitly to debates about water values. That report, titled "Valuing Water", stated: 
"contradictions between water-related values exist, and research is increasingly interested in 
understanding how and why diverse groups within and among societies regard a seemingly identical 
substance very differently" (UN Water, 2021: 98). 

The idea that water is a straightforward substance over which value differences are hashed out is one 
that ethicists like Zenner (2019) have argued does not appreciate the ways that recognition of value 
pluralism needs to be complemented by recognition of how water can be, and often is, a different kind 
of thing for different people. As Vogt and Walsh (2021) have argued, water’s heterogeneity across 
cultures is not easy to parse into strict dichotomies; rather, it requires understanding how different ways 
of knowing water co-exist – sometimes uneasily – with each other. The challenge of knowing water and 
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making decisions about it amid cultural diversity and water’s plurality has practical impacts on which 
values are recognised, which are not, and how they are weighted in decision making (Brugnach and 
Ingram, 2012). These are matters of concern that occupy the field of water ethics. 

In broad terms, water ethics focuses on the practical judgments affecting water and their normative 
justification. These judgments arise in many sites of decision-making: laws and policies, management 
plans, community consultations, social protests, and across governance structures among others. As 
Boltanski and Thévenot (2006) show, justifications for different judgments are often made through 
appeals to higher-order principles, such as notions of a common good or appeals to ultimate values. They 
can also include articles taken on faith, or belief; what Rorty (1989) described as the 'final vocabularies' 
of metaphysics or religion. This complex terrain has given rise to a rich field of inquiry into water ethics, 
a field that spans multiple disciplines and involves numerous approaches to moral concerns: from 
consequentialist notions that what is right depends on the effects of actions, to deontological claims that 
the good is achieved by discharging one’s duties or obligations, and to virtue ethics anchored in 
considerations of character, like the courage needed to confront oppression. Water ethics, however, are 
not confined to these dominant western traditions. Water ethics also includes study of the social and 
cultural norms affecting water-use practices in multiple religions, forms of relationality and kinship held 
by Indigenous peoples, feminist refusals of domination and commitments to care, ecological and 
relational values, and the increasingly complex conditions of decision making presented by climate 
change and other anthropogenic drivers of environmental change. For many scholars, appreciating 
diverse ethical commitments also justifies active alliance – rather than mere study – of normative 
concerns in efforts to achieve water justice. 

As this review shows, the literature on water ethics has multiple academic and policy sources that 
jostle for position regarding how best to articulate water’s value. To organise this literature, the first 
section provides a history of water ethics that highlights two sources of its emergence as a distinct field 
of inquiry: its academic impetus and political efforts to develop a water ethic befitting integrated water 
resources management (IWRM). The second section reviews scholarship from multiple disciplines that 
overlap on the study of how social relations to water form particular moral ecologies – that is, sited 
arrangements of material, social, and economic conditions with watery environments. The third section 
examines how water scholars have begun applying ethics within scholarship organised to support calls 
for water justice. This shift is often accompanied by calls for intersectional ethics not unlike the growing 
appreciation of different vectors of inequality in the World Water Development Reports. 

Calls for intersectionality explicitly recognize how "race, class, gender, sexuality, ethnicity, nation, 
ability and age operate not as unitary, mutually exclusive entities, but as reciprocally constructing 
phenomena that in turn shape complex social inequalities" (Collins, 2015: 2). The structure of this review 
is not meant to imply a trajectory from 'integration' to 'intersectionality'. Rather, it is to critically situate 
how appeals to coordinating principles, such as integration, are not the only options for justifying 
perspectives on how to ethically coordinate complex water challenges. As Harrington et al. (2023: 6) 
argue, an intersectional approach has significant strengths owing to its refusal to reduce analyses of 
water inequalities to singular or homogenous experiences and to instead treat "social positions as 
inherently fluid, plural, and relational". As Brown et al. (2023: e609) argue, addressing intersectional 
concerns means that inequalities owing to gender, race, poverty, and ethnicity (among others) must be 
situated with respect to how those most marginalised in terms of material access to water are also more 
likely "to be members of marginalised groups who might also be without political capital". 

One axiom of the water ethics literature is that value judgements are unavoidable in water use 
decisions: from choices about which criteria to employ in assessing environmental flows to the design of 
water sharing mechanisms based on religion, economics, equity, or rights (Brown and Schmidt, 2010). 
Reviews of water ethics share this axiom since they build arguments about how to understand the field; 
Schmidt and Peppard [Zenner] (2014), for instance, focuses on how water ethics matter to debates over 
human impacts on the planet while Grunwald (2016) focuses on how discourse ethics inspired by Jürgen 
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Habermas’s notion of deliberative democracy provide a way to understand value conflicts. Given this, it 
is important to be explicit that, as this article reviews water ethics, it too makes judgments as it builds 
the case that a shift in approaches to water values is underway. Inevitably, these judgments render it 
partial. This partiality, however, is not set off stage. It is built into the article’s argument that, as numerous 
World Water Development Reports highlight, integrative responses to water challenges requires a 
decision-making framework capacious enough to recognise, and ethically address, intersecting 
inequalities. 

WATER ETHICS: PHILOSOPHY AND PRACTICE 

Characterising the norms affecting water in terms of 'water ethics' is a relatively recent development in 
comparison to longer histories of how values coevolved in complex social and environmental contexts. 
As a distinct field, water ethics came to prominence late in the second half of the 20th century and 
paralleled, but was not always in conversation with, the field of environmental ethics that emerged in 
the wake of western European and North American environmental movements. Nelson (2003) argued 
that part of this disjunct was an outcome of how environmental ethics focused on atomistic and 
individualised concerns through metaphors of matter, such as whether non-human animals or species 
have intrinsic value. This, Nelson claims, placed water’s complex and fluid relations in a kind of 
metaphysical blind spot. But this divide should not be drawn too sharply given the traffic between water 
ethics and environmental philosophy. When Postel (1992) called for a new water ethic, for instance, she 
drew on American ethicist and ecologist Aldo Leopold to extend his famous 'land ethic' to water. Likewise, 
Feldman’s (1991) underappreciated examination of the ethics underpinning water management in the 
United States put water squarely within debates of environmental philosophy. What different sources of 
water ethics identify more clearly, however, is how the field is not only interested in philosophical 
concerns but also in the practical judgments, and their effects, of decisions affecting water. This practical 
orientation of water ethics is important to flag early owing to how dominant frameworks of governance 
and management sought to relate ethical concerns with the project of integrated water resources 
management. This section reviews how both practical and philosophical concerns resulted in both a 
distinct field of water ethics and an effort through the 1990s and early 2000s to develop a water ethic for 
IWRM. 

Between equity and IWRM 

Combined concern with water practices and their justification animated key works in water ethics that 
focused on how laws, policies, and norms affect concrete concerns of equity. Ingram et al. (1986: 176) 
confronted the notion that water belonged to the "white man’s west" in the United States by showing 
how prioritising equity could cut through competing, often confusing principles and water rights that 
served those in power at the expense of others. Their analysis came amidst legal and political scholarship 
reinvigorating the idea that water is a social good to which community values matter (Ingram and Oggins, 
1992; Sax 1969, 1994; Freyfogle, 1996). Butler’s (1986) call for a new water ethic likewise critiqued single-
minded emphasis on efficiency in favour appreciating multiple social values affecting equity. 
Interrogating efficiency, and the justification it gave to cost-benefit analysis, soon became part of 
showing how the latter emerged to commensurate competing values through politically accepted notions 
of objectivity (Kysar, 2010). For instance, cost-benefit analysis drew on a utilitarian ethic that began in 
natural resource conservation policies that were designed to advance an ethnocentric view of the 'public' 
in the United States that excluded Indigenous peoples (Schmidt, 2017). 

Competing values are not always of the same kind, and efforts to treat them as such require a common 
metric to make them commensurate with one another. In her classic study of water bureaucrats, 
engineers, and Native Americans in the American west, Espeland (1998) highlighted how values were 
often incommensurate with one another. In this case, value differences did not boil down to different 
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combinations of philosophical or practical judgments. They also weren’t always legible across cultural 
difference. Rather, they issued from how water was situated within broader forms of life – technologies, 
laws, languages, customs, histories, genders, institutions, and infrastructures (to name a few factors) – 
that influence how notions of value and multiple relationships to water are configured (Strang, 2004; 
Feldman, 2007). Ioris (2012) argued that these factors positioned water values in social and 
environmental contexts and also rendered them plural, since there are multiple such contexts. Similarly, 
ethical concerns are also linked to how existing rights regimes, hydrology, economic frameworks for 
decision making, and place-based concerns bear on considerations of 'water and fairness', a topic taken 
up in the late 1990s and early 2000s by social psychologists (e.g. Syme et al., 1999, 2008). Appreciating 
the complexity of water values requires recognizing those values are not pre-given facts over which 
philosophical or practical differences regarding ethics play out. Instead, the value of water is at once 
cultural, political, economic, religious, technical, scientific, and ethical – what anthropologists term a 
'total social fact' (Orlove and Caton, 2010). 

Efforts in the 1980s-90s to recover community values for water, and notions of water as a public good, 
were also confronted by larger ethical debates. One debate was over the valorisation of individual 
preferences as expressed through market transactions, or what Anderson and Leal (1991) termed 'free 
market environmentalism'. This was not a debate confined to the water sector. Across debates over 
sustainable development in the 1990s there was constant tension over the extent to which free markets 
could deliver both efficient outcomes and environmental relief (see Bernstein, 2001). In the water sector, 
the 1992 Dublin Principles became a prominent point of contention owing to their role in aligning water 
with sustainable development (Conca, 2006). The Dublin Principles placed the principle of water as an 
economic good at the base of value for ecosystems, development, and the gender challenges of the water 
sector (Goldman, 2005). For water ethics, the influence of the Dublin Principles involved more than just 
recognition that water is an economic good; it also included acceptance of normative practices that 
categorise different values of water through a common metric that rendered them comparable to one 
another. In this case, economic taxonomies provided the common metric characterising different values 
in terms of use, exchange, aesthetic, recreational, non-market considerations, and the future 
(Hanemann, 2006). Less well acknowledged, however, is that tensions between individual preference 
satisfaction and community values in the Dublin Principles also prompted explicit debate over water 
ethics in IWRM. 

In 1997, UNESCO launched its World Commission on the Ethics of Scientific Knowledge and 
Technology (COMEST) with a specific sub-group created on water. In 2000, John Palmer (2000) chaired 
the publication of the COMEST report on the ethics of freshwater by noting six core ethical principles: 
human dignity, participatory decision making, solidarity, human equality, the common good, and 
stewardship (or wise use). Palmer’s report, (aka. Lord Selborne’s report) emphasised the democratic 
management of water as common property and argued that "solutions for the sake of pure economic 
efficiency, such as the privatization of water rights and their transferability, may well end up as 
unsustainable" (Palmer, 2000: 32). The report also states that: "privatization of the vendible aspects of 
water can result in single-purpose planning and management, which contradicts the ethic of integrated 
water resources management" (Palmer, 2000: 29). Here, the ethic of IWRM is viewed as consistent with 
the multi-purpose planning and management norms that involved attempts to address the many 
different types of uses of water for irrigation, energy, industry, cities, sanitation, ecosystems, and so on. 
Tensions remained, however, owing to how the treatment of water as an economic good within IWRM 
was portrayed as consistent with other ethical considerations. 

As IWRM ascended to near hegemony in the 1990s and early 2000s, UNESCO sought to use the ethic 
of IWRM to shore up political conflicts through attention to values (cf. Conca, 2006; Molle, 2008). 
Through these efforts 'water ethics' took on a political valence in the sense that selective attention to 
particular values identified IWRM as the natural forum for resolving conflicts rather than itself a politically 
and ethically loaded decision making framework. This effort was explicitly supported by some academic 
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publications. In 2000, for instance, Jerome Delli Priscoli (2000: 627) wrote in his role as editor-in-chief of 
the journal Water Policy that the "search for integrated and multi-purpose river basin and watershed 
management, itself, is an outward social manifestation of the life long growth process of searching for 
integration". Further, he argued, this search is an outcome of the universal experience of leaving the 
comfort of the watery womb and the subsequent "challenge of overcoming a sense of being alone and 
being cut off" (Priscoli, 2000: 627). Priscoli’s claims are historically and ethically unpalatable: the multi-
purpose river basin agenda of IWRM is not an artefact of the human condition but of ethnocentric, settler 
colonial conservation policies in the early 20th century United States; these policies were subsequently 
forwarded through international development programs and, ultimately, provided the basis for 
'integration' at the 1977 UN Conference on Water in Mar del Plata (Ekhbladh, 2010; Schmidt, 2017). My 
claim is not that UNESCO’s 'water ethics' discourse was political while others are not. Rather, the claim 
here is that attention must be paid to the political contexts in which water ethics are articulated. As noted 
above from Ioris (2012) the position of values in different social relations matter. 

Setting aside Priscoli’s idiosyncratic view about the moral trauma of being born, it is important to flag 
his influence because he subsequently co-edited a 14-volume series on water ethics for UNESCO that was 
published in 2004. In the overview essay to that series, Priscoli et al. (2004) position water ethics across 
personal, communal, and international scales to argue that the deep plurality of water values across 
religious traditions, legal norms, and technological practices make water ethics essential, but also distinct 
from other ethical fields. Further, they argue, it is critical to appreciate the role of multiple environmental, 
social, and religious ethics in water-use decision making but, as they stress, not to enforce one cultural 
approach to values over others (Priscoli et al., 2004). The essays comprising the collection similarly do 
not advance any consistent view but rather are organised to provide insight into contexts in which values 
and ethics matter across a series of topics central to IWRM: ecology, finance, history, women, 
groundwater, and institutions among others (Acreman, 2004; Aureli and Brelet, 2004; Barraqué, 2004; 
Hassan, 2004; Llamas, 2014; Tenière-Buchot, 2004). Complementing the series was a follow-up collection 
by Llamas et al. (2009) that sought to further consolidate water ethics with respect to the practical 
demands of water management and governance. 

UNESCO continues to pursue water ethics. The 2004 series on water ethics was followed up seven 
years later by Liu et al. (2011), who expanded further on principles of human dignity and a healthy 
environment to connect water ethics to principles of polluter pays, user pays, and the right to water, 
which had been passed by the UN in 2010. The human right to water and sanitation was, as Schmidt 
(2012) argued, entangled with utilitarian ethics, practical appraisals of the global water system, and 
prevailing governance concepts like water scarcity and security. In 2018, UNESCO’s World Commission 
on the Ethics of Scientific Knowledge and Technology (COMEST) extended water ethics to align 
freshwater values to those affecting the ocean and coastal areas. It was frank in its position and argued 
for a "holistic approach to water ethics" that shifted "from an anthropocentric to a more ecocentric 
approach based in part on principles of equity while recognizing cultural and ecosystem diversity" (World 
Commission on the Ethics of Scientific Knowledge and Technology, 2018: 4, original emphasis). 

From integration to pluralism 

One takeaway from the proliferation of principles by UNESCO’s reports on water ethics is the unlikelihood 
of any single normative framework capturing water’s multiple values. This is not an insight unique to 
water ethics but does help situate the broadening academic approach to water ethics that paralleled 
UNESCO’s efforts to shore up IWRM through the late 1990s and early 2000s. For instance, at the turn of 
the millennium, Harremoës (2002) argued that considerations of equity must be complemented by 
ecological concerns in water ethics. Hydrologists Falkenmark and Folke (2002) argued that linking social 
and ecological systems required a form of 'hydrosolidarity' to underpin water ethics. Although they 
shared with IWRM the organisation of water norms at the catchment scale (or watershed, or river basin), 
Falkenmark and Folke (2002) advanced a co-evolutionary view of values as themselves sited and uniquely 
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adapted owing to the relations of socio-hydrology that take shape in particular places. Their approach, 
which aligned more clearly with adaptive management techniques and norms of resilience, came at a 
time when enthusiasm for IWRM by formerly significant backers like the World Bank (2004) was also 
waning. As this section considers, parallel efforts to appreciate plural water values subsequently 
characterises water ethics. 

Recognizing plural values in water ethics points to divergence from the philosophical model of applied 
ethics. Rather than seeking to apply ethical principles to particular cases, as in applied ethics, Schmidt 
and Shrubsole (2013: 368) argued what is typically needed for water ethics is "a way to judge which 
principles to employ in particular circumstances". Likewise, Gerber’s (2003) engagement with the art of 
Basia Irland points to how the long-critiqued naturalistic fallacy – deriving a moral 'ought' from an 
empirical 'is' – needs to be rethought with respect to the values of harmony and reciprocity enabled by 
water itself. These reciprocal relations operate at multiple scales. They have also generated numerous 
attempts to organise multiple value concerns affecting water in reference to equity. Whiteley et al. (2008) 
argued for priority to be assigned to how multiple issues of equity are organised with respect to place 
and identity. Chamberlain (2008) argued that religious traditions – Abrahamic, Asian, Indigenous – must 
also be considered owing to the centrality of faith traditions and their influence on water. So too forms 
of spirituality outside of the dominant world religions, such as the water ethics of paganism and animism 
(Shaw and Francis, 2008). For their part, Brown and Schmidt’s (2010) edited collection attempted to 
organise disparate works in water ethics with respect to different normative positions, such as claims of 
human dominion, utilitarianism, common-pool resources, community, and calls like those of Falkenmark 
and Folke to think about norms in terms of complex systems. Environmental journalists, like Barnett 
(2011) added further to the call for a new water ethic to confront existing water ethics that normalise 
overuse of water at the expense of ecology. 

As water ethics established itself as a sub-field it expanded on joint concerns with equity, ecology, and 
plural values. For instance, Feldman and Ingram (2009) highlighted how water ethics demanded 
appreciating the multiple ways in which water is known by individuals and societies. West (2007) argued 
that it is also critical to consider water ethics at different scales, such as the region, in order to understand 
how particular laws and policies might intersect with local ethical practices. For their part, hydrologists 
also increasingly began to recognise the importance of local water ethics already at work (Silliman et al., 
2008). Multiple ways of knowing water also requires practical attention to the sites and circumstances in 
which values and relations matter, as Ogendi and Ong’oa (2009) argued in their exposition of water policy 
in Kenya. These calls resonate with Kelbessa’s (2022) more recent argument for African water ethics that 
connect land-based freshwater actions to cumulative effects on the ocean. The emphasis of water ethics 
on appreciating plurality likewise led Gerlak et al. (2011) to reconsider the role that 'hydrosolidarity' could 
play in international water management discourses, where its influence has been strongest. Falkenmark 
and Folke (2010) updated their own version of 'ecohydrosolidarity' to connect water to the broader 
landscapes, and the rainfall (or precipitationshed), of social and ecological systems. The close connections 
of landscapes, water, and value were also important to Groenfeldt and Schmidt (2013), who argued for 
a 'values-based' approach to water governance that would recognise what they term the inherited, 
historical values upon which existing norms are premised. In her intervention, Doorn (2013) argued that 
political philosophers can play an important role in helping to clarify issues of water equity and justice 
that arise in the context of multiple competing demands of governance and across issues of hydrology 
and human rights. 

In 2014, Schmidt and Peppard [Zenner] (2014) reviewed the field of water ethics by contrasting place-
based norms with increased concern on planetary forcing on the planet – the emerging concern with 
water in the Anthropocene, which Vörösmarty et al. (2015) argued would directly challenge water norms 
premised on an 'impair-then-repair' model of water development, use, and (usually) incomplete 
restoration (cf. Bhaduri et al., 2014). By then, Groenfeldt (2013) had also been at work to keep the 
expanding field of water ethics in dialogue with IWRM. And, in 2014, the first edition of Zenner’s (2018) 
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Just Water also appeared as a further resource for thinking through issues of water and religion from a 
Catholic perspective, and just ahead of the papal encyclical Laudato Si’, which urged communities to heed 
environmental relationships with water and the Earth (Pope Francis, 2015). As the field developed it was 
further solidified in Ziegler and Groenfeldt’s (2017) call to put normative arguments into action in a global 
water ethics charter. Doorn (2019) offered another introduction to water ethics that was important 
owing to its incorporation of the ethics at work within engineering rather than only looking at the ethical 
effects of water technologies. Her arguments, like those of Al-Weshah et al. (2016), focus on showing 
how ethics matter to establishing shared codes of conduct that might link industry, the public, and 
governance actors in culturally appropriate ways. These articles and books expanded the remit of water 
ethics while further complicating questions about how to meet ethical obligations with respect to water 
given the multiple scales, values, and governance systems that affect systems of hydrology that are 
themselves increasingly affected by human actions. These challenges were not recognised only in this 
area of scholarship and, as the next section shows, prompted multiple other ways to think about water’s 
value from other disciplinary, interdisciplinary, and anti-disciplinary vantage points. 

WATER ETHICS, EXPANDED 

Approaches to water ethics that critically engage considerations of environmental ethics, or moral 
philosophy more broadly, only partially capture how the field has developed over the past decade. 
Numerous disciplines and fields consider issues of ethics and values without always explicitly claiming to 
articulate a 'water ethic' per se. Without wishing to characterise these as something they are not, there 
are important aspects of these studies that have to do with water’s value, as well as the social norms that 
distribute water with ethical impacts. This section reviews approaches that overlap with water ethics, or 
which lie adjacent to it, in order to think through the types of context-specific and critical approaches to 
normative issues in four areas: the recovery of historical norms to reposition water challenges; the 
appreciation of cultural difference in socio-technical water values; considerations of water’s relational 
values, and; critical engagements with gender and water’s materialities. These developments are shifting 
water ethics – and the tone of this review similarly shifts in an effort to leave open the ways they fit or 
complicate existing conversations. 

Recovering historical norms 

The ostensible aim of pursuing enhanced water ethics in water management, governance and policy is 
often the failure, inadequacy, or injustices perpetuated by existing norms. Yet there is also a considerable 
body of scholarship that seeks to recover earlier (sometimes lost) or obscured water ethics through 
history. Tisdell (2003), for instance, evaluated historical doctrines of prior appropriation (first in time, first 
in right) for allocating water in Australia and the United States by comparing them against Bentham’s 
utilitarian position, John Rawls’s notion of 'justice as fairness' – although Rawls (2001) himself maintained 
his position was political, not moral – and Nozick’s libertarian response to Rawls (see generally: Forrester, 
2019). Tisdell also compared other allocation doctrines against these theories, but never mentions that 
these doctrines all emerge amid historical and ongoing dispossession of Indigenous peoples in the U.S. 
and Australia. So, as with other areas of water ethics scholarship it is important to think through the work 
that history, philosophy, and other disciplinary fields do in framing normative questions and concerns. 

History is contested terrain. The prior appropriation doctrine analysed by Tisdell (2003) has itself often 
been central in water ethics debates owing to how it travelled with settler colonialism across western 
Canada, the western United States, and Australia. Arguments for 'free market environmentalism' for 
instance, reinterpreted the doctrine as the basis for valuing water rights in service to economic efficiency 
(see Anderson and Leal, 1991). As Schorr (2012) has detailed, however, the doctrine itself was historically 
formed in the United States precisely to thwart capitalist speculation on the value of water rights and to 
secure water to communities of actual water users. Those communities were imagined in colonial terms 
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as non-Indigenous settlers both in the United States and Canada (Schorr, 2005). As a result, the ethics of 
fair community distribution within prior appropriation was itself premised on the dispossession of 
Indigenous peoples for whom the doctrine operates within broader structures of injustice (Matsui, 2009; 
Curley, 2019). Matsui (2012) connects these concerns to the explicit need for water ethics that address 
historical injustices in the context of pursuing contemporary relief in efforts toward Indigenous water 
security. 

Histories also travel. Ideas from British colonialism, such as the 'duty of water', is one case. As Wescoat 
(2013a) argues, the historical extension of the duty of water from coal mining – where it measured the 
effort required to lift water from mines – to irrigation also requires thinking about relations of hydrology 
to landscape. Often, the duty of water is calculated in terms of the water needed for specific crops like 
rice or cotton. For Wescoat (2013b), however, there also exists an opportunity to rethink the normative 
notions of 'duty' in a broader sense, and through water ethics that prevent waste while also coordinating 
principles of use, conservation, and ecological limits alongside water needs for planting and irrigation. 
The tensions of history also travel in other directions to erase or displace prior water ethics. For instance, 
development agendas in places like Iran have interrupted long-standing norms regarding water 
governance in ways that have not been uniformly successful. In part, this is owing to efforts to how 
development agendas displaced previous governance ethics based in religious customs with secular 
ethics (Foltz, 2002; Balali et al., 2009). Addressing moral dilemmas that arise in cases of competing 
practices that link water use communities, and expectations, to landscapes and law requires fine-grained 
attention to ethics. For instance, Rodriguez (2007) examined how the sanctity of the acequia system for 
water sharing in New Mexico has ancient roots that anchor relations not only to water itself, but to the 
relations of territory and place water enables. Yet the contemporary formalisation of water rights there 
involves addressing long-standing disputes and injustices within a legal system complicated by other 
competing norms, such as values of efficiency, and the laws imposed by American settlers (Perramond, 
2019). 

The creation of a dedicated journal of Water History in 2009 is testament to the importance of 
understanding past practices and norms for their own sake and for their influence on current water 
challenges. This often goes beyond the discipline of history too. For instance, Yao (2022) traces the moral 
imaginations that combined with colonial and nationalist ambitions to control rivers like the Rhine, the 
Danube, and the Congo; these were part of establishing the idea of the 'international' that underpins 
transnational water sharing agreements. Wolf (2008) argues that tracing these considerations involves 
appreciating a wide, changing, and varied set of ways that water fits, or is made to comport with, 
understandings and orderings of societies and even the cosmos. Again, it is important to recognise that 
water does not operate uniquely in these respects – there are broader historical analyses of how scientific 
cosmologies for understanding nature affect international orders (see Allan, 2018). Further, there are 
other ways to find common ground. For example, Ott et al. (2016) examine transboundary water 
governance between Mongolia and China on the Heihe River Basin and anchor their proposed ethic in 
ecological sciences to argue for an empirical basis upon which to establish principles of strong 
sustainability that respect future generations and meet concerns of distributive justice in water allocation 
decisions. How histories of ethics (and their interpretations) change, as Carolyn Merchant (1997) so ably 
pointed out, is key to understanding how ecological relations and understandings of ethical relations 
themselves evolve (cf. Merchant, 2004). 

Water’s multiple moral ecologies 

Moral aspects of decisions affecting water cannot be divorced from the broader social and cultural 
categories that order ethical concerns alongside others of religion, economy, politics, and gender. For 
Orlove and Caton (2010) this makes water a kind of 'total social fact' that, in the anthropological tradition 
of Mauss (1990), rejects any attempt to reduce water to one domain at the expense of understanding its 
place across multiple, interconnected institutions of social life that water enables and constrains (cf. 
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Strang, 2004; Rademacher, 2011). One important implication that follows is the inappropriateness of 
judging water values against a standard presumed independent of the social conditions that produced it. 
The project that then remains is to understand water ethics as they are lived in sites of social, ecological, 
and hydrological relations – what Flanagan (2019) terms the unique moral ecologies that animate ethical 
life. 

Ethnographic work provides one way to elucidate water’s multiple moral ecologies. Scaramelli’s 
(2021) research in Turkey showed clearly how spatial, ecological, and economic relations to wetlands as 
sites of moral contest over conservation, livelihoods, and development. Part of what complicates 
Scaramelli’s account are scientific and technical questions over what a wetland is, answers to which are 
constituted across social differences of class, gender, and so on. In Gagne’s (2018) study of social care for 
glaciers in the Himalayas, ethics for water emerge through the ways that glacial advance and retreat 
intersect with changes in religious training and praxis, local livelihoods, and regional economics that shift 
demographics as young people leave for jobs elsewhere. These all alter who relates to water and how. 
Farmer (2023) details how water ethics are interwoven with religion, norms of reciprocity, and social 
shame with respect to both procuring water and managing wastewater in Cairo’s informal settlement of 
Ezbet Khairallah. Importantly, as Ballestero (2019) shows, ethical issues likewise animate efforts to 
impose uniform regulatory systems on complex social relations to water. In Ballestero’s (2019) case, 
regulators in Costa Rica attempted to produce a mathematical formula for transforming the human right 
to water into a price – a project of financialising human rights to meet the ethical obligations those rights 
entail (cf. Ballestero, 2014). Costa Rica is not alone in being influenced by attempts to deliver on the 
human right to water and sanitation through the market rather than, as many activists conceptualise, 
against it (see Baer, 2017). Muehlebach (2023) details, for instance, the socially insurgent practices of 
burning water bills, physically blocking the installation of water maters, sabotaging meters already in 
place, and writing new laws that object to the privatisation and financialisation of water in Europe. More 
generally, the injustices that arise when efforts to normalise relations to water in accordance with the 
values of a dominant social group are described by McLean et al. (2018) as producing 'shadow waters' – 
a metaphor for how relations to water are oppressed by groups dominating others. 

The idea of 'shadow waters' draws inspiration from Plumwood’s (2008) arguments regarding the ways 
in which place-based understandings of values do not guarantee ethical relations. For instance, 
commodification might produce a false consciousness regarding place (Plumwood, 2008). For many 
Indigenous peoples, colonial constructions of place oppress and occlude their own ethical relations to 
water. Daigle (2018) shows how Indigenous resurgence can counter colonial ethics of extraction through 
grounded relations to water. The Lakota phrase Mni Wiconi, "water is life", became an ethical, political, 
and legal touchstone during the international movement of solidarity in support of the Standing Rock 
Sioux nation’s struggle against pipeline development through their waters in the United States (see Estes 
et al., 2019). As Estes (2019) shows, Indigenous relations to water are ethically connected across 
considerations of sovereignty, self-determination, and ecology. Wilson and Inkster (2018) highlight the 
importance of respecting the ontological basis in kinship and reciprocity of Indigenous relations to water. 
Centring Indigenous water ethics is in this respect critical to arresting the perpetuation of dominant, 
oppressive understandings of normative connections of water and place (McGregor, 2014). 

The non-essential nature of Indigeneity, coupled with the diversity of colonialisms past and present, 
amplifies the need for careful attention to the moral ecologies affecting relations to water. Dotson and 
Whyte (2013) show how an important ethical starting point in these considerations is recognition that 
the harms inflicted by dominant groups may not be knowable within their own normative frameworks. 
These harms can operate at different scales. Purposeful environmental racism, like siting toxic waste sites 
on Indigenous land present just one kind of concern. Others include the ways that measurements of 
toxicity reflect non-Indigenous considerations of health, or obligations to fish and other non-humans 
(Dotson and Whyte, 2013; cf. Todd, 2017). Additional concerns accrue at larger scales, such as how 
climate change alters the material conditions of water’s many forms. As Gagné (2020) identifies, the 
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materiality of water and its connection to place – such as in sacred geographies in the Himalayas – require 
thinking ethically about reciprocity rather than compartmentalised notions of 'feedbacks' in the climate 
system. Thinking across these types of relations requires thinking across water in its different phases, 
from the ice and snow that animate Watt-Cloutier’s (2018) arguments for the "right to be cold" to 
concerns over how different losses of water, such as those on display in the growing number of funerals 
mourning the deaths of glaciers, are not always legible to one another (Schmidt, 2021). For instance, 
glacial loss poses distinct ethical concerns for Indigenous peoples, such as the Tlingit, who live in 
interdependent relations with the agency and sentience of glaciers now retreating owing to climate 
change (Hayman et al., 2018; Cruickshank, 2005). 

Attention to place matters also for thinking across different moral ecologies without supposing an 
independent ethical or methodological standard that reduces them to mere cases of some more general 
phenomenon. Kanngeiser and Todd (2020: 385) eloquently capture the challenge in their call to shift from 
"environmental case study to environmental kin study" that appreciates the specificity of Indigenous 
kinship. Cattelino et al. (2019) offer one approach for thinking across different moral ecologies through 
their orientation to water flourishing – positive, mutually enhancing relations rather than human-water 
relations deemed inherently negative; they use this approach to consider interdependent relations and 
shared obligations in Kathmandu (Nepal), Perth (Australia), and the Florida Everglades (United States). 
The care required to attend to different relations to water has also been a key concern for appraising 
how different moral economies of water are deemed 'scalable' for the purposes of policy transfer. As 
Trawick et al. (2014) argue, attempts to lift successful normative principles, such as for trading water 
rights, from their social context – their broader moral economies – for application elsewhere is a fraught 
process (cf. Trawick, 2010). Beresford et al. (2023) argue that there are no moral economies of water, but 
rather only those moral economies for water that take shape within communities and polities and which 
articulate with competing considerations of justice. Given the importance of place, one takeaway from 
the works cited in this section is caution when it comes to the search for solutions to water crises that 
can be applied 'at scale' in global water policy. 

Water’s relational values 

Recently, efforts to link subjective values held by individuals or communities with management criteria 
deemed value-independent has been augmented by a rapidly expanding body of scholarship on relational 
values. In this ethical position, relations hold ontological priority – that is, relations are "constitutive of 
entities rather than being conceived as external link(ing) between them" (Muraca, 2016: 19). In this view 
ethics begins neither with an individual or communal 'subject' nor with an 'object' being valued (i.e. 
water). Further, relational values provide a category of values that is not oriented to the instrumental 
uses to which water may be put nor only to the intrinsic value it holds for different groups (see 
Neuteleers, 2020). The insistence on this shift as an ontological difference – as a difference in the kinds 
of values that constitute ethics – has generated a significant new area of consideration in water ethics 
owing to the many ways that water’s relations are constitutive of species, processes, economies, and 
communities. It is a shift that also points to differences in how 'relations' themselves are understood, as 
subsequent sections of this article show in distinguishing literal kinship relations to water held by 
Indigenous peoples from relations to water understood otherwise. 

Granting relations priority can be helpfully contrasted with the dominant development ethos of the 
20th century, which Conca (2006) described as that of 'pushing rivers around'. For instance, Jackson et 
al. (2022) argue that a relational approach to rivers requires submitting to their rhythmicity; that is, the 
temporal, periodic shifts to when and how waters flow in particular places and the ways that those 
temporal and spatial dynamics constitute riparian relations. The importance of relational values for rivers 
has been a growing focus of the literature across a range of scales, with Mould et al. (2020) arguing that 
the success of participatory water management efforts depends critically upon them. West et al. (2018) 
argued that one reason relational values are vital is that understanding norms of stewardship and care 
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for local environments is best explained by attending to the emergent relations through which values are 
constituted. For instance, Sheremata (2018) highlights how attention to relational values among Inuit 
peoples provides a way to incorporate culturally specific narratives into decision making, such as those 
regarding relations to sea ice and other shifting temporalities of water. As Bataille et al. (2021) show in 
the case of wetlands, attending to relational values can provide a critical bridge for cross-cultural 
exercises in management owing to how these kinds of values might provide a basis for common concerns 
even where instrumental or intrinsic value differences exist across, in their case, Māori environmental 
guardians and landowners in Aotearoa New Zealand. 

Relational values are also relevant to understanding plural relations to water across different kinds of 
concerns, and different ethical orientations. For instance, Anderson et al. (2019) use the concept to 
broker the value challenges regarding environmental flows in terms of the reciprocal effects of values in 
legitimating particular environmental impacts, Indigenous relations to water, and multi-purpose 
management projects. In their study, comparative work from Honduras, India, Canada, New Zealand and 
Australia anchors the call for relational approaches to human-water interactions. As implied above 
regarding 'shadow waters', respect for plural values is not the same as assigning equal weight to those 
values. Rather, water ethics requires thinking through the ways that plural values themselves also affect 
water systems. Milgin et al. (2020) argue that the context of converging crises provides warrant for 
thinking through non-dominant relational values, particularly those of Indigenous peoples, to reframe 
ethics of care linking hydrological and social systems. In their comparative assessment, Jenkins et al. 
(2021) modelled global water security scenarios under different relational conditions valuing 
environmental flows, the right to water, and commercialised rights to show how water security is itself 
ethically situated. A relational approach to water security was also advanced by Jepson et al. (2017), who 
framed ethical considerations not through relational values per se but rather through the capabilities 
framework developed respectively by Sen (1999) and Nussbaum (2011). 

In terms of water ethics, the potential of relational water values is evident in the alternative it offers 
to instrumental versus intrinsic orientations to value and in the plural, place-based orientation to values 
it advances. Bearing in mind the advice above from Plumwood regarding the potential for false-
consciousness regarding place-based values, Shah and Rodina (2018) argue it is also important for water 
ethics to examine particular historical, environmental, and institutional conditions in which values are 
articulated. It is also clear, for instance, that the different meanings of 'relational' also matter. For 
instance, Indigenous kinship relations are literal relations, including with non-humans, other species, and 
water in multiple forms, such as rivers or glaciers, and what Yazzie (2018) terms relational futures (cf. 
Todd, 2017; Daigle, 2018; Hayman et al., 2018). As such, organising water ethics in terms of relational 
values must be alert to the social and cultural forms of life through which relations themselves are 
understood and lived. As the next section considers, and as Yates et al. (2017) argue, water’s dynamic 
material make-up both has and fits with multiple ontologies that constitute relations themselves in plural 
ways. 

Gender and water’s materialities 

Water’s propensity for flouting categories and attempts to corral its material and moral meanings can 
also be a virtue. Feminist, ecofeminist, and queer approaches to ethics and value often highlight water’s 
lack of conformity to any particular value framework, and especially patriarchal ones. In this context, 
rigidity to the category of 'gender' in management, development, and policy is exchanged for more fluid 
treatments than those of IWRM, or in how the Dublin Principles 'recognise' that women have a special 
role to play in safeguarding water. Many scholars critique the ways gender considerations have 
essentialised women’s roles with respect to water without addressing inequitable power structures, such 
as uneven rights to water and methods of 'counting' water for statistical purposes that disadvantage 
women (see Zwarteveen and Meinzen-Dick, 2001; Mehta et al., 2014a; Lahiri-Dutt, 2015; Wilder and 
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Ingram, 2018). Power structures ordering gender roles, and which normalise gendered – typically 
masculine – ways of knowing and relating to water have been an important aspect of water ethics. 

An initial starting point for many feminist and ecofeminist scholars is that there is a shared structure 
of domination that oppresses women and the environment (Warren, 1990). Alliance with trans and queer 
approaches to oppression, as well as recognition that non-White peoples were also oppressed similarly, 
has often (though not always) provided a basis for ecofeminism to expand its remit while still appreciating 
what Merchant (1980) identified as the exercise of patriarchal power through environmental sciences. 
Merchant’s (1997, 2004) own alternative was a partnership ethic in which control over the environment, 
and the patriarchal narratives that justified that control, were exchanged for equity between human and 
non-human communities. Numerous feminist perspectives have developed different ethical arguments. 
For instance, Plumwood’s (1993, 2002) diagnosis of patriarchal domination focused on the dualisms 
through which women, non-white people, and nature are categorised together. As Gaard (2001) takes 
up with respect to environmental sexism, racism, and classism, water is often central to how these 
dualisms structure oppression by naturalising a hierarchy of values favouring 'masculine' traits, such as 
valuing men over women, white over non-white, reason over emotion, culture over nature, and so on. 
As Delgado and Zwarteveen (2017) show, destabilising, decentring, de-naturalising and otherwise 
queering masculine approaches to knowing, relating to, and managing water provide alternative starting 
points better attuned to considerations of sustainability and equity. 

The inability of singular approaches to capture water’s fecundity, and the violence of attempts to have 
one view dominate others, has been furthered in ethics thinking across different genders and sexualities. 
Neimanis (2013) starts out by thinking through the composition of fleshy bodies by water and the ways 
that being so constituted extends subjectivity beyond the human by virtue of water’s multiple cycles and 
materialities through and beyond the body. This "feminist subjectivity, watered" is extended by Neimanis 
(2014) to critique the human right to water to the extent that its anthropocentric orientation – the ethical 
view that all and only humans merit moral consideration – does not recognise the emergent and 
entangled relationships that co-constitute relations to water across bodies, societies, ecologies, and 
hydrologies. Pushing further on this line of thought, Neimanis (2017) argues that the stories and 
narratives told about water are critical to how relations to it are understood and, crucially, lived. Wöelfle-
Erskine (2017: 7) provides an alternate account through queer and trans scholarship that thinks through 
riverine sciences according and to a notion of the watershed body, "which comes into being through 
relations among its multispecies inhabitants and the landscapes and weather systems that shape them". 
The embrace of entangled relations demands ethics that are not limited strictly to water but to achieving 
justice with respect to the multiple ways water constitutes and sustains the ecological conditions for 
human and non-human communities (cf. Wöelfle Hazard, 2022). 

The expansion of water ethics across feminist, eco-feminist and queer scholarship undermines the 
conceit of reviews like this one – that the categories used to organise thoughts about water hold up under 
the exuberance of its relationships. They also point to how water can be a site for multiple kinds of 
solidarity across disciplines, sexualities, regions, and customs. The poet and scholar Rita Wong (2013), for 
instance, describes participating in Healing Walks around the tar sands of Alberta, Canada. Those 
experiences are not merely cerebral, nor are they individualised ethical encounters. Rather they are acts 
of solidarity amid a landscape that smells of sulphur and with the sounds of canons firing to keep birds 
from landing on toxic ponds (Wong, 2013). A testament to her scholarly and ethical commitments, Wong 
(2019) was sentenced to 28 days in prison in 2019 for protesting a pipeline from Alberta’s oil sands to 
Canada’s west coast. Such acts of civil disobedience also point to the ways that water ethics are not 
adequately explained without attending to the ways that moral warrant anchors direct action in efforts 
to achieve water justice. As Allison (2017) also points out, addressing forms of gendered inequality 
demands thinking about the changing conditions of ethics owing to climate change and the ways they 
amplify inequity. These concerns mean water ethics must orient itself to multiple scales of action 
affecting the hydrosphere (cf. Groenfeldt, 2021). As the next section considers, it is vital to also examine 
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how responsibilities to water and to others are acted upon by communities and by scholars allying with 
pursuits for water justice. 

WATER JUSTICE: TOWARDS INTERSECTIONAL WATER ETHICS 

The Indigenous land defender Berta Cáceres was assassinated in 2016, and in 2021 the former head of 
the dam company she peacefully opposed was found guilty of collaborating in her murder (Lakhani, 2020, 
2021). Violence against land defenders, many of whom are also water protectors, and many of whom are 
Indigenous women presents a critical choice for scholars who recognise the moral obligation to stand 
with, and otherwise support those who are oppressed. Injustices are not evenly distributed, and an 
important ethical concern is to understand how different kinds of inequality intersect with one another. 
As Gerlak et al. (2022) argue, different kinds of inequality owing to racism, racial capitalism, colonialism, 
and sexism demand a mode of pursuing equity and justice capacious enough to account for multiple 
inequitable outcomes. Their recommendation is to pursue an intersectional approach to equity that, as 
the definition above from Collins (2015: 2) makes clear, appreciates that individuals may experience 
different kinds of oppression within and across the groups of which they are a part, such as gender 
oppression that operates differently for white versus non-white women, or rich women of colour versus 
those impoverished. This section pushes the water ethics literature to square up more directly with how 
an intersectional ethic might take shape in view of contexts shaped by demands for justice, and in view 
of activist approaches to scholarship. It then considers responses to injustice that mobilise rights for 
water, which also expand the remit of water ethics. 

Crenshaw’s (1991) influential account of intersectionality focused on experiences of women of colour. 
It was an argument situated amid others, such as that of bell hooks (1992: 22), who argued that 
confronting racial oppression against Black peoples also involved recognising how "collective black self-
recovery takes place when we begin to renew our relationship to the earth, when we remember the way 
of our ancestors" (cf. Collins, 1986). Any orientation to intersectional ethics owes its impetus to this 
tradition (see Collins, 2015 for an overview). So too does extending it to understand how multiple forms 
of oppression and inequality affect water, such Thompson’s (2016) work developing an approach to 
water-society relations in dialogue with intersectional feminism. More recently, Brown et al. (2023) 
focused attention on how specific inequalities of gender, race, and class differentially affect experiences 
of migration, homelessness, ethnic discrimination, and Indigeneity. As this section considers, while the 
growing number of works on intersectional water concerns target accounts of inequality and inequity, 
they also provide opportunities for more explicit ethical engagement across the numerous contexts they 
take up: from gender and nutrition in India (Mitra and Rao, 2019), to citizenship and infrastructure in 
Bangladesh (Sultana, 2020), to water access in Ghana and South Africa (Harris et al., 2017). 

Environmental injustice – water injustice in particular – is often marked by the inequitable distribution 
of risks and harms affecting peoples of colour but also extends to considerations of political participation, 
water access, cultural recognition, and ecosystem integrity (Zwarteveen and Boelens ,2014; Boelens et 
al., 2018). Treating these different areas of injustice not as static categories but as intersecting vectors of 
concern further helps elucidate the unique moral ecologies of water injustice. For instance, the injustices 
of the 'Day Zero' water crises in Cape Town, South Africa differentially affected residents of the city owing 
to how racial and gender considerations intersected with its history of unequal water infrastructure 
before and after apartheid (see von Schnitzler, 2016). As Enqvist and Ziervogel (2019) demonstrate, 
histories of structural oppression that moved Black South Africans to low-lying, flood prone, yet water 
deprived areas were exacerbated during the city’s emergency response to the potential running dry of 
its reservoir system. Further, as Robins (2019) shows, moral arguments about presumptive water 
entitlements of citizens differed by class as wealthier citizens sought to buy their way out of the crisis by 
securing private water reserves while women of colour experienced heightened vulnerability as public 
taps were securitized. Further, the water crisis was complicated and compounded by climate change, 
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which raises additional considerations of climate justice that intersect with the materiality of water 
infrastructure (Millington and Scheba, 2021). 

Specific, multiple water inequalities in cases like Cape Town present a strong case for pursuing an 
intersectional water ethic to align moral argumentation with actual practices of pursuing water justice. 
So too do other cases. Pauli’s (2019, 2020) trenchant examination of the racialised effects of municipal 
water decisions in Flint, Michigan (US) shows in unvarnished detail the ways that the experiences of Black 
communities suffering from toxic waters were denied legitimacy and oppressed. Civic response to the 
crisis in Flint, as Pauli (2019) shows, was mobilised through local histories and relationships of democratic 
organisation formed previously in response to oppression based on race and class. Elsewhere in the US, 
the lack of complete household infrastructure for drinking water and sanitation shows similar patterns 
of racial injustice in what Dietz and Meehan (2019) term "plumbing poverty". Similar inequalities hold in 
the United States when it comes to the enforcement of drinking water standards (see Switzer and 
Teodoro, 2018). These issues are also not unique to cities. Informal, peri-urban areas in California known 
as Disadvantaged Unincorporated Communities, are characterised by spatial, racial, and classed based 
inequality that unequally affect Black and Latino communities (London et al., 2021). Similarly, agricultural 
norms for irrigation are often artefacts of racial oppression, as Berry and Jackson (2018) show in their 
examination of how irrigation expertise was organised to benefit white settlers in the United States and 
Australia. Those historical inequalities persist in systemic forms of racial water inequality affecting 
Indigenous peoples in the United States (see Tanana et al., 2021). In India, Dutta et al. (2018) detail how 
Dalit women are discriminated against based on caste and subject not only to inequalities arising from 
unequal access to water sources shared in common but also multiple forms of social exclusion and abuse 
(cf. Dixit, 2019). Critically for thinking through an intersectional approach to water ethics, the 
relationships that link different combinations of ethical categories to an account of justice require 
attention to context (cf. Sandel, 1982). 

Racial oppression frequently intersects with colonial occupation of Indigenous land. As noted earlier, 
the ethics of solidarity supporting Indigenous self-determination are important aspects of water ethics. 
But it is also important to not centre colonial categories as the reference point for Indigenous relations 
to and with water. Robison et al. (2018: 887) provide one way to understand the "inherent ethical value" 
of water for Indigenous peoples without essentialising the notion of Indigeneity in ways that homogenise 
place-specific obligations and laws. For instance, as McGregor (2015: 72) shows in Anishinaabek law, 
gender relations and concepts of zaagidowin (love) anchor water justice in ways that consider "not only 
the trauma experienced by people and other life due to water contamination, etc.; but values the waters 
themselves as sentient beings in need of healing from historical traumas". Elsewhere, such as in Aotearoa 
New Zealand, the dispossession of Maori from their lands has curtailed their ability to discharge 
obligations and responsibilities of kaitiakitanga (roughly: water stewardship) (Stewart-Harawira, 2020). 
Similarly, Phare (2009) argues that water ethics are key to political efforts of self-determination for 
Indigenous peoples under forms of sovereignty authorised not by the state but through Indigenous law. 
As George and Wiebe (2020) show, a similar concern animates respect for Indigenous relationality to 
oceans and seascapes as a life force, not as resource. 

Colonialism has also generated, and exacerbated, many other kinds of water injustice that form 
additional momentum for pursuing intersectional water ethics. In the Canadian province of Nova Scotia, 
Indigenous oppression intersects with racism against Black communities (and other peoples of colour) in 
ways that produce water injustices (Waldron, 2018). In South America, as Correia (2022) has shown, 
waterscapes physically reconfigured by colonial rule produce flood and drought vulnerabilities, and 
injustices, for Indigenous peoples in Paraguay. Large dams in Brazil, such as the Itaipu Dam, have likewise 
had what are now well known but no less devastating effects on local communities (Blanc, 2019). Ulloa 
(2020) powerfully shows how responses to coal mining threats to the territory of the Wayúu in Colombia 
have led to demands for relational water justice not only for the Wayúu but also for water’s territories 
and rights, such as the sacred places inhabited by spirits. This call for relational justice befits a form of 
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Indigenous relationality in which Indigenous women play a special role in the protection of water. Wilson 
et al. (2021) argue that a key normative step in respecting the multiple, plural legal orders of Indigenous 
peoples with respect to water is to not reproduce colonial distinctions that separate water from its 
constitutive relations with other species, processes, and land. As Daigle (2018: 160) emphasises, for 
instance, the Cree word aski "expresses the holistic relationship of land and water and…does not set up 
a binary between land and water". For Norman (2018), Indigenous relations to land are not inherently 
limited by their specificity to place and, owing to their long-term disposition, suggest a path for a global 
water ethic oriented to treating water as sacred, reconnecting rights and responsibilities, and 
encouraging hydrophilia – loving and knowing your waterways. 

Connecting values to responsibilities has also been a key strategy anchoring different kinds of claims 
to water in terms of legal rights, and for seeking water ethics that broker shared normative dispositions 
across Indigenous and non-Indigenous communities (see Stefanovic and Adeel, 2021). One key site where 
momentum can also be found for these kinds of water ethics in practice is in declarations of rights for 
rivers. McAnally (2019), for instance, argues that approaches of integral ecology can unite the love of 
water and a water ethic by situating western, scientific cosmologies in a broader understanding of Earth’s 
coevolution – such as that offered by Thomas Berry. Berry (1999) is perhaps best known for his theory of 
Earth jurisprudence, which is often cited in calls to recognise the rights of nature. The idea of Earth 
jurisprudence is anchored in the idea that "humans are only one part of a wider community of beings and 
that the welfare of each member of that community is dependent on the welfare of the Earth as a whole" 
(Cullinan, 2011: 3). Burdon (2012), for instance, used the ecocentric values of Earth jurisprudence to 
critique management plans for Australia’s Murray-Darling river and to argue for the priority of ecological 
integrity over continued development. 

Rights are not an ethical panacea; scholarship on the human right to water and sanitation makes clear 
they are contested terrain (Mehta et al., 2014b; Baer, 2017; Sultana and Loftus, 2020). So too are the 
rights declared for rivers, lakes, and other bodies of water that are rapidly proliferating in jurisdictions 
around the world (see Kauffman and Martin, 2021). Often, these rights are accompanied with intrinsic or 
extrinsic value claims and moral imperatives. As with other complex cases, the moral ecologies at work 
in the rights of nature are not homogenous owing to multiple factors. One is the different ways in which 
rights of water may be recognised through court decisions, specific pieces of legislation, or constitutional 
amendments (see generally Boyd, 2017; Kauffman and Martin, 2021). Further, as O’Donnell (2020) 
shows, legal recognition of the living status of rivers doesn’t necessarily translate into water rights that 
secure actual flows of water. Moreover, Tănăsescu (2020) argues, rights that recognise the personhood 
of rivers and other natural entities are not themselves always capacious enough to capture the 
ontological positions of Indigenous philosophies. Despite the reservations of scholars critical of rights for 
water, O’Donnell et al. (2020) emphasise that Indigenous law and relations to water have in many 
respects led the global movement to recognise the rights of nature, and water in particular. So, even if 
these kinds of rights are not straightforward remedies for intersectional injustices it is critical to 
understand the ethical work they do. 

Varied legal statuses for river protection have different effects on considerations of ethics and justice. 
Shah and Rodina (2018) argue the 2005 Queensland Wild Rivers Act in Australia, for instance, makes 
numerous ethical assumptions in terms of what is taken to be 'natural' and how conservation regulations 
are designed in this light. Page and Pelizzon (2022), by contrast, track a clear normative trajectory that, 
although not cleanly accomplished given other contests and power dynamics, is facilitated by 
declarations on the rights of rivers that are moving law from purely rights-based discourse towards a 
more relational understanding. As Linda Te Aho (2019) considers, the tensions between Indigenous and 
western laws and values in the case of river management in Aotearoa New Zealand presents clear 
tensions but also powerful ways to reorient understandings of holism and obligations to waterways and 
future generations. More broadly, in their comparison of rights of river approaches in India, Colombia, 
and New Zealand Further, Immovilli et al. (2022) argue that rights of rivers compete with other kinds of 
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remedies for improving water governance as they are contested through cultural negotiations, the 
distribution of political power, definitions of 'development' and 'rights' and different understandings of 
relations among water, nature, and people. In other words, there are numerous intersecting concerns 
that affect how 'rights' of rivers fit with ethical values and aims. 

The complex ways that gender, race, class, caste, colonialism, and other vectors of marginalisation 
affect water ethics matter for both pursuing equity and for understanding how scholars position 
themselves in spaces that bridge from the academy to communities. These spaces are no less political 
than efforts to strategically deploy water ethics by agencies like UNESCO, and so considerations like the 
rights of rivers deserve attention for how they too affect the concerns and scope of water ethics (cf. 
Boelens et al., 2022). Increasing attention to intersectional considerations presents an alternative way to 
think with and through histories of water values and the power dynamics that have established reference 
points in laws, social mores, and cultural practices over and against others. In this context, the unique 
ethical considerations that gathering momentum for the rights of water bodies present are both 
enlivening debates over the relationships of water, value, and equality, and almost certain to be a major 
future area of study given the growing number of declarations globally. 

CONCLUSION 

Ethical challenges facing waters and the human and non-human communities that rely upon them are 
mounting. As Meisch (2019) emphasises, it matters what kind of stories are told about these challenging 
conditions, and by whom, because water narratives shape spaces of ethical possibility and action. As this 
review has shown, the pursuit of water ethics has made use of many different entry points across 
disciplines and political dispositions – not all of which agree with, nor are necessarily commensurate with, 
one another. New efforts to reinvigorate mutually enhancing stories and relations to water are evident. 
So too are renewed efforts to corral norms for 'valuing water' at the level of global water governance. 
So, it is unlikely that the core concerns of water ethics are likely to wane anytime soon. 

In place of offering prescriptions for how the field may develop, one conclusion from this review is 
that it is evident that water ethics continue to be directly relevant to understanding how morally salient 
judgments cannot be avoided on matters affecting water and its relations. This provides for both 
encouragement and urgency in ensuring that ethical considerations are given due priority across the 
many ways of knowing and deciding on issues affecting water. It also recommends attention to the ways 
that approaches to values and ethics are shifting as the specificity of intersectional inequalities are 
recognised. There is already a widely appreciated recognition of context and place-based concerns in 
water scholarship. Indeed, the direction of travel in World Water Development Reports cited at the 
outset of this review has been towards pointing out the concrete ways that water inequalities play out. 
These intersecting inequalities require ways to engage specific contexts that respect how lived 
inequalities differ and how water matters differently – ethically – to them. 
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